Elementary excitations are discussed in the ffux-binding phase [Weng, Sheng, and Ting, Phys. Rev. B 49, 607 (1994)j of the t Jm-odel. It is shown that the density snd current constraints in the gauge-theory description will dramatically modify the charge excitations. An efFective Lagrangian for the normal state of the Bux-binding phase is derived, and based on it the transport properties are studied. We find that the resistivity is linearly temperature dependent with a relaxation rate 5/r 2kjsT, and the Hall coefficient involves s second relaxation rate with the cotangent Hall angle following a T law. Furthermore, the thermopower exhibits a strong doping dependence. All these features are in good agreement with the transport measurements of the high-T, copper-oxide compounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
After several years efforts since the discovery of the high-T, copper oxide superconductors, the experiments now have achieved a great deal of consensus about the anomalous normal-state transport properties in these materials. For example, it is well known that the resistivity in the Cu02 layers increases linearly in temperature for all the hole-doped compounds in the optixnal T, regime. Combined with the optical measurements,~such a temperature dependence of resistivity has been related to a linear-T dependence of the scattering rate h/r 2k&T. A linear-frequency dependence of h/r(u) at u ) T has also been implied in the infrared spectroscopy up to 0.15 eV. The Hall measurements show the hole characteristic with a strong temperature anomaly. 2 The recent Hall angle concept proposed by the Princeton group, ' with the involvement of a second scattering rate, has given an excellent account for the temperature dependence as well as the impurity effects. The thermopower in these compounds exhibits a monotonic decrease with increasing doping, and its sign could even change in the overdoped regime.
These transport properties impose a strong constraint on the possible theories of the high-T, superconductivity.
Several The Qux-binding phase~is composed of three subsystems connected together by the gauge fields. It can be described in terms of a decomposition scheme of electron operator asi c; = h+(f; e' ')(e 's' e;) Such a. decoxnposition is different from the usual slave-particle scheme~9 by the presence of a third species e, as well as the nonlocal phases gf" = z g&&, 1m in(z; -zt)ntf' (where n&" are the number operators of ft and es pecies and z, = z; + iy;. ) The bosonic operator h, +. and the fermionic operator f; are similar to those in the slave-boson formalism.
They may be called holon and spinon operators, respectively, just for convenience. Later in this paper we will identify the real charge and spin excitations in the system. The introduction of a bosonic operator e;, called an eon, in the decomposition is based on the following consideration. It is a well-known fact that the hopping and superexchange processes in the t-J model, both comparable in energy, cannot be simultaneously optixnized in the 2D case. In other words, the hopping of holes in a well-correlated spin background will get frustrated, or conversely, the spin correlation has to be suppressed in favor of the hopping of holes. This S; = g, f;+(cr)~f;, etc. , where 0' is the conven tional Pauli matrix.
In the ground state, the holons as a boson gas are in the Bose condensation. The spinon and eon subsystems, as the results of Hux binding, are two semionic systems which also show the Meissner effect. io The total response of the whole system to an external electromagnetic field is given by a Ioffe-Larkin combination rule of three subsystems as follows (1.3) where IIg, IIy, and II, are the response matrices for the corresponding subsystems. As a result of (1.3), the K matrix exhibits a real superconducting response to an external field. On the other hand, the time-reversal (T) and parity (P) symmetries, which are violated in the spinon and eon subsystems, are restored in the electronic response function K due to the cancellation of the T and P violations between these two degrees of &eedom.
And such a cancellation has been argued to be generically true as the result of the exactness of the current constraint (1.2) and the topological Hux-binding condition. The pairing characteristics in such a superconducting state will be discussed elsewhere.
In the present paper, we will first focus on the elementary excitations in the Hux-binding phase. We stress the fact that the decomposition of an electron operator in the present form, or in the usual slave-particle formalism, is more of a mathematical convenience for implementation of the no-double-occupancy constraint than of a real physical one. In fact, Eg. (1.2) implies that neither the spinon f; only describes the spin degree of freedoin nor the holon h; solely keeps the track of the charge. The real excitations can be dramatically different &om the underlying holon, spinon, and eon species, which are confined by the constraints (1.1) and (1.2) in the decomposition formulation.
As it will be shown later, the topological characteristics of the spinon and eon subsystems make
II. ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS IN THE FLUX-BINDING PHASE
The efFective gauge-theory description of the fluxbinding phase, as depicted in Fig. 1 The stability of the charge-Huxoid excitation requires that a net flux or charge could not be added to or moved away from such an excitation. In other words, the stability of a charge-fluxoid, excitation is connected to the conditions (a) Hux quantization at $0/2 of the external Huxoid and (b) a particle or hole (for particle-type or hole-type excitation), which is always bound to the quantized external Huxoid at a local scale. A violation of either condition will lead to a net Hux (external or internal) emerging at the location of the excitation. Such an uncompensated Hux will then induce a long-range diamagnetic screening current in terms of Eq. (2.7) and would cost a logarithmic energy similar to (2.11). Therefore, in a semion system, the existence of the Meissner effect will sufficiently lead to the Hux-quantization of an external field at $0/2. And such a Hux-quantization is always related to the so-called charge-Huxoid excitation where a charge (either particle or hole) is attached to the external Huxoid. This is consistent with both the mean-fields and Chem-Simons 6eld theory2~c onsiderations. Fig. 3 ), which obviously violates the current constraint (1.2). A similar particle-type excitation has the same problem. Thus the charge-vortex excitations as the elementary charge excitations in a semion gas will not be allowed to appear in the Hux-binding One can similarly construct the particle-type charge excitations. In contrast to a fractional quantum Hall problem, a semion gas is a compressible system. In such a system, the hole-type and particle-type excitations can be excited separately. However, the density constraint (1.1) will put strong restriction on the particle-type excitations. When a particle-type charge-Suxoid excitation is created in the spinon or eon subsystem, the size of the extra particle has to be large in order to satisfy the onsite constraint (1.1), which requires that the total on-site particle ni~mber does not exceed one. As the background particle occupation is already close to each site-one particle at small doping, the wave packet of the particle excitation has to expand to a much larger space on the lattice than a hole-type excitation, which means that the higher Landau levels will be involved in the former, and thus there will be a higher excitation energy. One can imagine that with the increase of temperature more hole-type excitations are thermally produced, and thus in the por q-absent regions the background particle occupation should be closer to half filling as a result of particle number conservation.
As a consequence, the particle-type excitations become harder to achieve in these regions.
Spin excitation. For the composite hole-type excitation shown in Fig. 4 ' = H/m~a s the cyclotron frequency, then (3.12) would show II (q, u) = 0 for u g 0. The same also happens to II+. According to (3.10) or (3.11), however, D"') would thus become divergent at IuI ) 0. Coupling to such strong fiuctuations of D"'~i n (3.7) would force the Landau levels of p and q broadened. This procedure, of course, has to be treated in a self-consistent way by inserting a broadening F"(s, u) for p": 2F"(s, u -urz~) r"(. , -, ) + ( -, ")' (3.14)
Substituting (3.14) into (3.12) and rescaling all the internal frequencies in the integrations by cu' -urz~--('P etc. , and u = (P, one may determine II"andthus the spectral function P" (q,~) = -2ImD" (q, ur) in terms of (3.11). It can be easily shown whose q dependence become negligible in the longwavelength regime q (( q, .
Next we need to calculate the self-energy of the p par- 
Again we may rescale the frequency u by (u -o = ()9 and 0 = ( 'P i in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) . Equation (3.19) can be rewritten in terms of (3.15) and (3.16) as in which n(A) = (e) n -1) i. The chemical potential iñ for the q species. One may easily check that II& z oc P, which has been used to justify (3.11). Only in the limit h'~0 , would the coefficients become so small that the condition requiring that Il"s dominates over Ilg is no longer valid. In this case, one needs to retain all of the contributions from 11"h, in (3.10). Then I'"s(0)could deviate from the linear-T dependence.
The relaxation rates h/r"s for p and q species due to scatterings with the gauge fluctuations should be obtained by inserting the vertex correction in the selfenergies such as (3.19), which can be reduced to the well- where $s --k2/(2m~) -pa. At (s = 0, the dominant contribution will come from I/I, +v~& P on the right-hand side of (3.25), which implies q « q, . Since one can neglect the q dependence of P and P in the long-wavelength regime, one gets 
